AXO-LtJG_Adam_More (Skenk@actdnet-30332.free.wxs.nl) has joined the conversation.CNS_Fast-Jappic (lne2of4@actdnet-58006.tnt60.chi5.da.uu.net) has joined the conversation.CNS_Fast-Jappic is now known as Nyssa.KevinB (Kevin@host.acalltoduty.net) has joined the conversation.Host KevinB says:<<<<<Insert MB>>>>>Host KevinB says:<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>Nyssa (lne2of4@actdnet-58006.tnt60.chi5.da.uu.net) has left the conversation.JP has left the conversation.CSO_Ens_Sasik says:::At science station::OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Monitoring Ops on the bridge, leaning agains his console::AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:::walking around astrometrics, looking at spacial anomalys::Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:::stops in quarters on Deck 3 to grab a PADD, then ducks back out to head for TL::EO_Davis says:::taps com badge::CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:::in sickbay getting adjusted in her new position::EO_Davis says:*CO*:  Davis to Captain.  Permission to reactivate warp core?CNS_Nayiza says:::on her way to the bridge::Nyssa (lne2of4@actdnet-34558.tnt76.chi5.da.uu.net) has joined the conversation.Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:::enters TL, taps commbadge:: *EO* Permission granted, Mr. Davis. Andersen out. ::ends comm:: TL: Bridge.EO_Davis says:::nods essentially to no one in response, and reactivates core via console::CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:Self: This is quite small.  I am used to larger sickbay's.  Oh well this will have to do I suppose.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Makes some minor adjustment to Auxilliary power distribution::Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:::TL arrives in forward tube...he steps out::EO_Davis says:::hears the hum of the core as it comes to life again; the blue shade also returns::OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Sees the Main Power Availability shoot up and then checks to see that the warpcore is back online:: Self: Nice to be kept in the loop about these things...CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says::: double checks the medical tricorders to make sure they are in order and then starts to do a level 4 diagnostic just to be sure::Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:XO: Mr. More, has our new doctor reported in yet?EO_Davis says:::runs a level four diagnostic on the bussard ramscoop, forgetting whether a tow was en route or not::CNS_Nayiza says:::gets to the bridge and hobbles over to her chair:: Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:::looks around for his XO:: Ops: Ensign Bergin, where is Lieutenant More?EO_Davis says:::while running, he checks to see how the damage control teams are dispersed::OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Reduces power output form Auxilliary power and reallocates Main power from the warp core to the ships systems::CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:::content that everything is in order she coms the bridge:: CO: Ltjg T'Ponga Shemara reporting that Sickbay is in order sir.XB (~Spieslike@63.87.45.actdnet-33127) has joined the conversation.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Checsk ship for XO Commbadge Signal:: CO: I'm showing Lieutenant More in Astrometrics, Sir.Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:::hears the CMO:: *CMO* Glad to hear that, Doctor...I wasn't notified that you were on board. Have you reported in with Lieutenant More?AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:::downloads the course to his PADD and begins walking back out::EO_Davis says:*OPS*: Davis to Bergin.  I'm checking to see how the damage control teams are dispersed. Do you see anything that needs attention that I may be missing..?AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:::makes his way to sickbay::AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:::gets into a TL:: TL:Deck 5.CSO_Ens_Sasik says:::Checking and adjusting sensors::CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:CO: No sir.  I was about to do that sir.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:*EO* Standy By, I'm checking that now.EO_Davis says:::goes over list as well, but figures it will be good to have someone else's input;  his eyes are beginning to deceive him::Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:<<add * to CMO's last>>AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:::arrives on deck five::AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:::walks along the corridors and nods at crew members::Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:*CMO* Very well. Let him know if you need anything as well. Bridge out.CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:*AXO*: Lt.jg. T'Ponga Shemara, I have reported to the CO and just to let you know I find everything in top shape in sickbay.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:*EO* Bergin to Davis, I'm showing no problem areas at the moment, Damage control are alocated sufficiently. You can take a break I guess. ::Smiles as he works at his console::AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:::taps his badge:: *CMO*: I was just on my way to sickbay, actully.AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:::enters sickbay and looks for the CMO::EO_Davis says:::grins::CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:::greets the AXO:: Hello sir what can I do for you.CNS_Nayiza says:::trying to look like she is no tin any pain, she glances across the bridge::EO_Davis says:*OPS*:  Thank you.  Engineering out.Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:::sits down in The Chair:: Ops: What's our status, Mr. Bergin?OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::continues work on power allocation::CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:~~~Nayiza: Are you in pain?~~~~EO_Davis says:::finishes diagnostic on ramscoop and notices some calibrations are off slightly;  begins to recalibrate manually::AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:CMO: Just doming to check oin on youAXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:CMO: Anythign I can do for you, let me know.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Check consoles:: CO: Main Power is back on line, We're ship-shape and..... ::pauses thinkking of something to follow the enhusiastc ccomment but can't so continues less enthusiastically::.... Sir.CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:AXO: Well I find it a bit confining but it isCNS_Nayiza says:~~~Shemara: Only my ankle, was a silly accident really~~~CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:AXO: a defiant class so I guess it is fine.  If there is anything you need from me just let me know.AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:CMO: I'm sorry? What do you find confusing?EO_Davis says:::finishes calibrations and decides to actively participate in the repair efforts::CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:~~~Nayiza: Why donAXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:CMO: Umm, Doctor, the Scimitar is an Akira Class vesselHost CO_CAPT_Andersen says:Ops: Very well. Contact Starbase 51 Ops and see what our departure time is.EO_Davis says:::watches an ensign walk by, and grabs onto his arm as he does::EO_Davis says:Ensign Klutz:  Ensign, you're in charge down here until the CEO or I return.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Nods to the Captain:: CO: Aye, Sir.AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:CMO: Anyways, I have to report back to the bridge. ::nods his head::AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:::turns around and walks out::CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:~~~~Nayiza: Why don't you come and see me?~~~AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:::walks towards a TL:: TL: Bridge.EO_Davis says:::heads back into Main Engineering, not wanting to be disturbed;  he begins examing the turbolift controls to make sure all are working::OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:COMM: Starbase_OPS: Starbase 51, this is the USS Scimitar, requesting infromation on our departure time and lane.CNS_Nayiza says:::chuckles:: ~~~Shemara: To be honest I thought it would have been better by now. But I guess I should.~~~AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:::arrives on the bridge, and nods at Bergin::AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:::walks to the XO chair and sits down::EO_Davis says:::notices immediately that the shaft to Main Engineering is malfunctioning, and that the tube is simply sitting there::CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:~~~Nayiza:  Yes you should come and see me.  It could be something else. Like maybe a pulled ligament or muscle.~~~OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Sees AXO Enter and nod at him, nods back not quite understanding what the nod was about, hoping it was just a greeting nod... and that he responded with the right nod... starfleet is confusing...::EO_Davis says:::grabs repair kit from underneath shelf and heads out to the shaft::CNS_Nayiza says:::gets up and hobbles over to the CO:: CO: Permission leave the bridge and to go to Sickbay, please?Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:CNS: Granted. You OK?CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:::returns to her office and begins to read the medical profiles on the crew::EO_Davis says:*OPS*:  Davis to Bergin.  TurboLift Shaft 2 is malfunctioning.   Can you divert all traffic around it?CNS_Nayiza says:CO: Thank you Sir, I think I have done a bit of damage to my ankle.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:*EO* Aye, I'm on it.Host KevinB says:<SB51 Ops> Com: Scimitar:Departure clearance granted, you can leave anytime you want on heading 351 mark 226EO_Davis says:::arrives at shaft and waits for Bergin before entering and beginning his repairs::Host KevinB says:<edit SB ops to read 351 mark 215>Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:XO: Mr. More, prepare to get us underway.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Access Turbolift control systems and rediverts turbolifts form shaft 2, shutting down that shaft::AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:CO: Understood.CNS_Nayiza says:::limps of the bridge and to the TL:: ~~~Shemara: I am on my way~~~OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Notices cOMM:: CO: Starbase Clears us for Departure on Heading 351 mark 226 at your disgression.CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:::senses that Nayzia is on her way::OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:CO: ... Sir.XB (~Spieslike@63.87.45.actdnet-33127) has left the conversation.AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:Ops: Realease docking cords, clear docking pylons.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Notices his mistake of tagging the Sir on late and tries to make it look normal::CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:~~~Nayzia: Just take your time.~~~OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:*EO* Bergin to Davis, I've shut dwon that shaft and have redirected Turbolift Flow. It's safe for maintainance now.AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:FCO: Set course 351.215. Warp 3 when we clear the stations security field.EO_Davis says:*OPS*:  Thank you.  Davis out.EO_Davis says:::steps into shaft and immediately pulls off access panel and scans with tricorder::Binky (Seleya_CEO@actdnet-48902.nth.ntl.com) has joined the conversation.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:AXO: Aye, Sir. :: Accesses Docking Controls and disengages Corsd and Clamps:: Mooring Release Sir, We're free and flying.CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:::gets biobed #1 ready for Nayzia for when she arrives::CSO_Ens_Sasik says:CO: I'm running a level 2 diagnostics on internal sensor system to make sure that they were properly fixed.EO_Davis says:::looks at the read-out, not noticing anything wrong with the tube itself::AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:::Looks to the CO to give the Engage, or make it so, or do it, to quote some other captains::Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:<FCO_Rabb>XO: Aye, sir, setting course 351 mark 215, engaging three-quarters impulse.Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:<<edit last part of FCO's statement>>CNS_Nayiza says:::as the doors open she hobbles out of the TL and in to Sickbay::OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Checks Starbase Directions:: FCO: We're Cleared for Departure lane 3a.Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:FCO: Thrusters to clear the station, Mr. Rabb, then 3/4 impulse to the perimeter and follow the XO's orders from there. ::nods:: Engage.CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:Nayzia: Here sit here on biobed #1.Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:<Rabb>CO: Aye, sir...engaging thrusters.CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:::helps Nayzia to the bio bed::CNS_Nayiza says:::tries to smile and sits down::Shemara: I can't believe that I have done thisEO_Davis says:::adjusts the manual break with a slight jerk looks up to the top, thinking he should have a look outside the  tube to see if something is obstructing the shaft::Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:<Rabb>CO: We've cleared the station...increasing to 3/4 impulse.CSO_Ens_Sasik says:::Going through data from diagnostics::CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:Nayzia:  How in the world did you do this??Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:<Rabb>CO: We've cleared the station's defense perimeter...permission to go to warp?Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:::nods to Rabb::EO_Davis says:::kneels downand goes into engineering kit and pulls out portable light, then places it into pouch on waste::Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:<Rabb>CO: Engaging Warp 3, sir.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Reallocates more power to Warp Engines from the Thruster power::CNS_Nayiza says:::chuckles:: Shemara: I was annoyed last night and thought it would be a good idea to go for a jog, well when I fell I think I have twisted something.Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:XO: Once we begin our patrol route, Mr. More, have science stations begin sweeps of the surrounding area, full spectrum. I'll be in my ready room...you have the bridge.Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:::gets up from The Chair and heads for RR::EO_Davis says:::heads back into Main Engineering, searching for a laddar or a stool of some sort to get him up to the top of the tube::CSO_Ens_Sasik says:*EO*: I'm running diagnostics on internal sensor system.. It's mostly fine but could you check sub processor matrix in deck 5? The performance isn't the best possible there.CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:Nayzia:  And you didn't think that a trip to Sickbay was necessary because it didn't hurt last night.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Does a quick scan through the COMMS frequencies::EO_Davis says:::stops himself and backs up a foot to the master systems display table, checking the internal sensor system schematics briefly::CNS_Nayiza says:Shemara: well I thought it would be better by this morning, sadly I was wrongHost CO_CAPT_Andersen says:::turns around before entering RR:: XO: Any questions, Lieutenant?EO_Davis says:*CSO*:  I'll have the computer run a self-correcting diagnostic on the matrix to reset it to normal settings.  I'll check back on it later just to make sure everything is alright.  It may take a little more time, but we're busy down here at the moment..AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:CO: No sir, get up and starts to go about his ordersAXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:<< ad :: :: >>CSO_Ens_Sasik says:*EO*: Understood. Sasik out.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Notices a slight variance in the SIF and reroutes power to correct it, quietly whispering:: Self/Scimitar: Come on... be nice...CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:Nayzia:  We all learn by our mistakes.  Here let me see.  ::gently lifts Nayzias leg to the bio bed and runs the tricorder over it::Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:::heads into RR, goes to replicator and orders coffee::EO_Davis says:::intiates the diagnostic and repair system and continues his search for a laddar::Binky (Seleya_CEO@actdnet-48902.nth.ntl.com) has left the conversation.AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:CSO: Begin the scans of this area that was orderd. Any course corrections you need, get authorization from the CaptainAXO-LtJG_Adam_More says::sits down in the Chair::CSO_Ens_Sasik says:AXO: Aye, sir. ::Begins scans::Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:::removes the mug, which is cold...looks inside and sees mocha ice cream instead::Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:::walks outside RR:: Ops: Mr. Bergin...any problems reported with the replicators?EO_Davis says::;checks back to teh small locker and finds a stool, quickily picking it up and carrying it with him::CNS_Nayiza says:::watches Shemara and still can't believe how much easier it would have been to go to SB last night::OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Checks the Replicator Systems for any malfunctions::CSO_Ens_Sasik says:AXO: No signs of that cloud.. it's gone.AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:CSO: Good. Report all scans to astrometrics.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:CO: Checking, Sir.EO_Davis says:::arrives back in tube and places stool down near the back, then steps onto it and reaches up to ceiling, just barely able to remove the access panel::CSO_Ens_Sasik says:AXO: I'll do that.CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:Nayzia:  Ah I see the problem.  You did indeed pull the ligament a little.  ::takes the hypospray and loads it with an anaglesic and an anitinflamitory ::CNS_Nayiza says:Shemara: Okay and will this fix it?EO_Davis says:::puts tricorder into pouch and jumps up to ceiling, hanging on to opening and slowly pulling himself up through it::OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:CO: the Computer is reading that we have 23 replicators with Corrupt Databanks.EO_Davis says:Self:  Why can't I be 6'3''?CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:::injects Nayzia with it::  Nayzia: There that should make it feel better.  I suggest that you try to stay off it for a few days.  It is going to be tender.AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:Ops: Check the holodeck system please. ::reads a complaint from a crewmember::OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:AXO: Aye, Sir.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Checks Holodeck Comand and Control Systems::EO_Davis says:::finally pulls himself up and stands, grabbing light and shining it around the shaft::OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Checks HolodeckMatter<-> Energy Convertion control matrix::CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:::returns the hypospray to its proper place::CNS_Nayiza says:::Nayiza gets up and smiles:: Shemara: Thank you. Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:CO: Reinitialize all replicators that have been affected. That should fix the problem.EO_Davis says:::studies the sides of the turbolift shaft,  checking for anything that might cause the lift to stop functioning properly::CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:Nayzia: When your shift is over do you want to help me get settled in my quarters?OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:AXO: I'm showing a safety protocall malfunction in the primary holodeck command and control systems, by the logs it seems to occur every 13.53 hours and lasts around 42 minutes.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:AXO: I recomend we shut down the Holodecks until the problem can be isolated and rectified.EO_Davis says:Self:  Ah ha..CNS_Nayiza says:::carefully puts weight on to her bad leg:: Shemara: certainally, maybe we could visit the bladelounge when we are done?Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:<<edit CO's last to Ops>>EO_Davis says:::as he shines light on wall about two meters up, he see's that the sides of the shaft are disfigured severely;  the internal sensors must have detected this, and would not let the TurboLift move at all::AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:Ops: Is there no way around it? I'd prefer not to have to explain to the Captain that we took down both our holodecksCMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:Nayzia:  Good. I would like that.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:CO: Aye, Sir. Reinitialising. ::Accesses Replicators and Resets the affected out puts and readjusts power to the bladelounge replicators.::OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:CO: Adjustments complete, sir.Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:AXO: You don't have to explain it to me, Mr. More...I'm right here. Go ahead and put engineering crews on both holodecks. Check the holosuites while you're at it.EO_Davis says:::jumps back down into the turbolift and retrieves the smaller laser-based cutting tool, then makes his way back through the top of the tube::CNS_Nayiza says:::smiles:: Shemara: I must be getting back to the bridge, Thank you again and I shall see you after our shiftsCMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:Nayzia: Here is a hypospray of the anaglesic I just gave you.  If you feel any pain, use it.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:AXO: With all due respect sir, this is an error in the Safety Protocalls. I beleive they should be shut down until an engineer can isolate and identify the problem to be rectified. After all sir, Holodecks are a luxoury. Sir.AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:::turns around is suprised to see the captain::EO_Davis says:::puts tool in pouch and begins climbing up the shaft, using the small ridges in the wall::CSO_Ens_Sasik says:All: There's practically nothing in sensors.. just a class 2 comet.Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:CSO: Anything encountered before, or is this a new one?OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:AXO: The only possible work-arround is if we restrict holodeck use to the "Safe" time when the problem is not effecting them, but if the problem changes to wokr more often it may put lives at risk unnecessarilly. Sir.CNS_Nayiza says:::takes the hypospray:: Shemara: thanks ::leaves SB and goes down the corridor to the TL::Host KevinB says:Action: The EMH suddenly activates in Sickbay and gets caught in a loop... repeating "...ature of the medic..." over and over and overAXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:Ops: It's the captains decision.CSO_Ens_Sasik says:CO: We haven't mapped all the comets. I guess this is a new one.CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:::jumps clean out of her skin::  Self: What the devil.....................Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:CSO: Go ahead and take some scans. It'll make Starbase 51's stellar cartographers happy.CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:::looks at the EMH:: Computer: Deacitvate EMHCSO_Ens_Sasik says:CO: Aye. ::Runs some scans on the comet::EO_Davis says::;begins cutting out disfigured panel, figuring it will have to be replaced because of the distortions::Host KevinB says:<Computer> CMO: EMH program is not active. can not complyOPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:CO: May I ask your decision on the holodecks?CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:Computer: Yes it is and it is standing right here with me!!  Deactivate!CNS_Nayiza says:::gets into the TL:: Computer: BridgeHost CO_CAPT_Andersen says:Ops: Shut 'em down.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::sends a Memo down to Engineering for the CEO/Engineers later to take a look at the Holodeck Command and Contorl Systems::OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:CO: Aye, Sir.Host KevinB says:<Computer> CMO: EMH program is not active. can not complyCSO_Ens_Sasik says:CO: Fascinating. The comet has a metallic core. Very unusual.AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:::puts out a shipwide notice that all holodecks are down until futher notice::OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Checks to see if holodecks are occupied and then Accesses Holodeck POwer control and shuts them down cold.::CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:::shakes head::  Self:  Stupid computers!!!!!OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:CO: Holodecks offline, sir.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Begins reallocating powery stuff::EO_Davis says:::continues cutting panel away carefully, not wanting to remove anything more than what is necessary::Host KevinB says:<EMH>CMO: Whoa re you calling stupid...ature of the medic... ature of the medicCMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:*Sickbay to Engineering*: Would you be so kind as to send one of your engineers here to shut off this stupid EMH program.CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:EMH: If you don't shutup I will pull the holoemitters.EO_Davis says:Klutz:  *CMO*:  Ah, yea...we'll get someone there when we get a person who isn't repairing something else..!CNS_Nayiza says:~~~CMO: is everything alright there?~~~OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Checks on alarm on console:: I have an Overload in the EPS on a few Decks, 7 Relays have fried. I'm rerouting flow to compensate. No Major Systems have been aaffected.CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:::Throws hands in the air::  ~~~Nayzia: The computer has activated the EMH and it is stuck in a feed back loop and it is driving me crazy!~~~EO_Davis says:::grabs on to plate as he makes the last cut and places it down on the top of the tube; he notices that nothing is behind it, and scans it with the tricorder to see if he has to replace it::CNS_Nayiza says:::the TL door open onto the bridge and Nayiza walks in looking a lot more comfortable than before::AXO-LtJG_Adam_More says:::compensates for the holodeck shortage by incrasing the Gym's opening times, and opening the bladelounge for 16 hours a day::Host CO_CAPT_Andersen says:Ops: Check those relay locations and see whether they're related to the holoemitter systems. There may be problems with other holoprojectors on board.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Begins more work on rerouting the power and the conduits and directs Damage Control Teams to the affected areas::CMO_Ltjg_Shemara says:*EO*: The sooner the better.CNS_Nayiza says:~~~Shemara: They drive me crazy even when they are functioning normally~~~OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:*EO* Bergin To Davis, We've had an overload in the EPS, 7 Relays have fried, I'd dispatched DC Teams but you may want to take a look some time.EO_Davis says:::sighs::EO_Davis says:*OPS*:  I'll chalk it up on the list.  Thanks. Davis out.OPS-Ensign_Ryan_Bergin says:::Quietly to self while wokring and shaking his head a little:: You're welcome, have a nice day now.Host KevinB says:<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>CNS_Nayiza (rowan_219@actdnet-58229.cableinet.co.uk) has left the conversation.CSO_Ens_Sasik (geetee@actdnet-11783.pp.clinet.fi) has left the conversation.AXO-LtJG_Adam_More (Skenk@actdnet-30332.free.wxs.nl) has left the conversation.EO_Davis (LtJGDavis@actdnet-23636.ipt.aol.com) has left the conversation.

